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IDK Trucking is seeking quality full-time Class A CDL truck drivers for all over the US. Drivers will be 

responsible for driving Tanker or Refrigerated or Flat bed loads over the road. If you are interested in 

joining a team-oriented business that recognizes the value of its employees, we would like to hear 

from you. 

Immediate Positions Available!!! 

Business Unit: Over the Road Running 

Type: Regional (multiple positions available) 

License Type: Class A CDL, Hazmat (for Tanker) 

Home Time: Generous Home Time 

Experience Level: 2 years 

Operating area: Mid-west 

IDK Trucking is in the top 5 for Drivers Pay! 

 Paid over $96,000 per year for our top performing drivers. 

 Earn an average of $1,800 weekly for new drivers 

 You will also qualify for medical, dental, vision and company paid life insurance on top of vacation, 

sick and bereavement time1 

 Job Type: Full-time 

 Salary: $86,000.00 /year 

Call 1-855-435-8782 or www.IDKTrucking.com  
Send resume to email listed on Contact us page or Request an application to be sent to 

you via the contact us page. Email resume or past employment history with both a day-

time and evening callback number. Company based in St. Louis, MO. 

 

DRIVERS WANTED!!! EARN YOUR WORTH!!!  

Call  

1-855-435-8782  

or go to: 

IDKTrucking.com  

http://www.IDKTrucking.com


 

 

FROM THE EDITOR | 
“A nation's culture resides in the hearts 

and souls of its people. No culture can 

live if it attempts to be exclusive.” Gandhi  

How do you celebrate your culture? 
One of my family's favorite pastimes when we're together is 

tracing our genealogy. We're serious about it. We have a private 
website where we can post lineage stories and bits of histories. 
We have binders and notebooks and even a master poster board 
outlining the main line all the way back to the 1200’s. Along 
with names and places, we also study the cultures and customs 
of our heritage both passed down and gleaned from cultural sites 
on the internet.  

One of my favorite things to do is share my culture with my 
friends and learn more about theirs. With such a melting pot of 
different races and cultures here in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
it's easy to find events and museums to explore. Whether you 
take a stroll in Chinatown or Japantown, visit Yerba Buena Gar-
dens and the Martin Luther King Tribute Fountain, or take in 
the International Art Museum, there are hundreds of places to 
explore interesting cultures. 

This issue, we’ll traverse the Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum, 
cultural cooking in Mexico, and learn how to cook a Moroccan 
meal. Come explore with us and if the mood rises, share your 
culture with us at searchmagazine.net.  

 

Emerian Rich / Editorial Director 
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Dear  SEARCH, 
How do you celebrate your culture? 

"I love diversity. I love so 
many different cultures and 
how they celebrate religion, 
family gatherings, weddings, 

how and what they eat, and 
how they dress, the reason they 

wear certain things at certain times. It's all 
very interesting to me." ~Shay, California  

 
“I was born and grew up in Scotland, 

which after 45 years in the US sometimes 
feels like a different life. In terms of Scot-
land, it would have to be Scotch whiskey 
and some of the Scottish baked goods. 
Shortbread and dumplings come to mind. 
The fish and chips are pretty good, too.” 
~Murdo, New Jersey 

 
“As an American living abroad, the thing 

I miss the most is the superficial friendli-
ness of the American culture. People will 
smile at each other on the street or make 
random chit-chat in the line at the grocery 
store. It's nice.” ~Rachel, Germany 

 
“As a Filipino, I am very hap-

py with our food, since I en-
joy cooking. Our food has 
changed due to the influ-
ences of other races who vis-

ited, lived here, and conquered 
my country. From the Chinese to the Ma-
layan-Indonesian traders, to the Spaniards 
who occupied our land for 333 years, Filipi-
nos have learned to adapt, changing our 
food to suit not just our taste buds but also 
other races." ~Zen, Philippines 

 
“Our traditional Scandinavian music is 

lovely and bleak. We also have more mod-
ern black metal bands per capita than other 
cultures, which are bleak tunes to wander 
mossy forests by.” ~Anders, California 

 
Send mail to: searchmagazinesubmis-

sions@gmail.com 
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M I C H E L E  R O G E R 
 is a harpist, composer, 
and author living and 
working in Detroit. 
She is the author of 
several fiction novels 
and won the Joy Hu-
manist writing award 
for Poetry. She was 
recently nominated for 

a 2015 Detroit Music Award. When 
Michele isn't working, she loves to 
travel. Getting lost in unknown places 
is a particular talent of hers.  
Twitter: @harpymichele 

E M E R I A N  R I C H 
is an author, artist, 
and voice actor. She’s 
been published in an-
thologies, magazines, 
newsletters, and her 
novel count is current-
ly 9.  She’s the Edito-
rial Director for 

SEARCH Magazine and hostess of the 
radio show, HorrorAddicts.net. Emz 
grew up all over the US, but after land-
ing in the Bay Area 25 years ago, she’s 
finally home. Twitter: @emzbox 

B R I A N  D A K E 

P A T R I C I A  D A K E 
ha ve  been 
cooking for 
family and 
friends for 
over three dec-
ades now and 
delight in pair-
ing their dish-
es with local 

wines throughout Napa, Sonoma, and 
Mendocino. Their culinary creations 
have appeared in a number of regional 
publications as well as wine club news-
letters.  
E L L I O T  T H O R P E 

is a freelance writer 
whose output includes 
feature articles, scripts, 
and both short and long
-form prose. He is 
working on a number 
of commissioned pro-
jects for the coming 
months, including an 

original audio drama and his second 
novel. 
 

T I M  R E Y N O L D S 
Humorist, novelist, 
photographer Tim 
Reynolds is a ‘former 
everything’, including 
stand-up comic, teach-
er, editorial cartoonist, 
landscaper, actor, dish-
washer, paparazzo, 

accountant, magician, and trainer of 
bus drivers. He digs deep in his life 
experiences to find the humor in every-
thing from cemeteries to medical ex-
ams. Twitter: @TGMReynolds 

D I A N N A  K E R S E Y 
is in Strategic Digital Development 

with Cherry Creek 
Media who remotely 
telecommutes from 
their 80 acre horse 
ranch on the eastern 
Rocky Mountain front 
in Montana. “I like to 
describe my lifestyle 
as an avant-garde 

cyber mom who works and celebrates 
the marvels of virtual technology, 
while embracing my back-to-basics 
h e r i t a g e  h o m e s t e a d i n g . ” 
Twitter: @diannakersey 

L A R R I A N E  B A R N A R D 
as well as being an editor and occasion-

al article writer, Larri-
ane Barnard is an writ-
er in her own right. 
Larriane Wills aka 
Larion Wills, a multi-
genre author from sci-
ence fiction to western 
romances she holds up 

to her tag of ‘two names, one author, 
thousands of stories.’  Twitter: 
@LarrianeWills  

L I N D A  W H I T A K E R 
is a multi-faceted closet writer taking 

inspiration from her 
day job in healthcare, 
love of Victorian ar-
chitecture, and things 
that go bump in the 
night.  Author of the 
story in the Grammy 
Award winning Wolf 

Tracks, she stumbles into these endeav-
ors headfirst.  This is her first contribu-
tion to SEARCH. 

 

 

D O N N A  M E D I N A 
is the owner/certified 
strength and boxing 
fitness trainer at 
G y m n a n i g a n s 
Strength Studio for 
women and children 
in Vallejo, CA. She’s 
the author of the chil-
dren’s book Gymnani-

gans the Adventures of King Ligornard and 
Raffee that promotes healthy activities. 

L I L L I A N  C S E R N I C A 
writes historical fic-
tion. Her nonfiction 
how-tos include The 
Writer's Spellbook and 
The Fright Factory. She 
is the mother of two 
special needs sons. The 
oldest has cerebral pal-

sy. The younger is on the autistic spec-
trum. Twitter: @LillianCsernica 

H E A T H E R  R O U L O 
is a freelance writer 
from the Seattle area. 
She just released the first 
volume in her Plague 
M a s t e r s  T r i l o g y . 
Heather has a B.A. in 
English Literature.   
Twitter: @hroulo 

K I M  R I C H A R D S 
lives in Northern Cali-
fornia with her husband 
where she writes, gar-
dens, sews costuming, 
belly dances, LARPs, 
plays at many types of 
crafting/arts projects, 
and loves reading. She 

works as a freelance author, editor, and 
book formatter. 

 |  CONTRIBUTORS 
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Want to contribute 
to our magazine?  
Email articles or 

pitch ideas to: 
 

searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com 
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As the largest city in the Pacific 

Northwest, Seattle first began as a 

logging town.  
 
During the Klondike Gold Rush, it became the 

gateway to Alaska, prospering on trade and ship-
building. During World War II, Boeing’s increased 
importance gave Seattle the nickname Jet City. 

Since then, Seattle’s visibility has increased 
through movies, the appeal of grunge music, and the 
rise of the tech industry with companies such as Mi-
crosoft, Amazon, and Starbucks. The city has 
thrived. 

A stay at any hotel in the downtown core is an 
easy walk to the famous Pike Place Market, one of 
the oldest continuous public farmers’ markets in the 
country. Pick up fresh flowers and salmon for dinner 
or continue to the waterfront to see otters play at the 
Seattle Aquarium. 
From a seat on the 
iconic Seattle Great 
Wheel, a Ferris 
wheel on Pier 57, 
the city and lovely 
Puget Sound are 
laid out before you. 
The Seattle Art 
Museum is also 
close at hand. 

Shopping is excellent at Westlake Center, in the 
heart of downtown Seattle. From there, you can take 
the monorail, built for the 1962 World’s Fair, to the 
base of the Space Needle and visit the Seattle Center. 
It includes the Chihuly Gar-
den and Glass exhibit, Expe-
rience Music Project (EMP), 
Pacific Science Center, and 
Museum of Popular Culture 
(MoPoP). Seattle loves to 
celebrate, so check the calen-
dar for festivals like Seafair, 
Taste of Seattle, Hempfest, 
and Northwest Folklife. 
Bumbershoot pays homage to 
Seattle’s well-known drizzle, 
though summer months are 
usually mild and relatively 
dry. 

Near the Seattle Center, 
you can also visit the inspir-
ing Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation Visitor Center, 
and then the stunning Ama-
zon Spheres, a gardenlike 
workplace, which has week-
end tours twice a month. 
Reservations are required.■ 

 
Share your favorite city and spots with us. Email:  

searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com 

CITY SPOTLIGHT |Seattle, WA              BY HEATHER ROULO 
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BUSINESS |Travel Photography              BY TIM REYNOLDS 

Twenty-three years ago, when I 

first broke into what is known as 

th e  ' pap er  g ood s  ma r -

ket' (postcards, calendars, books, 

etc.), I was living in a resort town 

and the sales of these products 

was huge.  

 
I made tens of thousands of dollars selling images 

to publishers catering to that tourist market, includ-
ing National Geographic and Condé Nast Traveler 
Magazine.  

Making money from travel photos, now, is tough, 
but there are still online sources to sell your images 
to, including stock photo agencies, where most sales 
are made. 

Since nearly everyone carries a digital camera in 
their phone, and those cameras are getting better 
and better, the potential for the average person to be 
in the right place at the right time has improved 
considerably. The biggest problem with phone cam-
eras is that most are single lens cameras, which only 
zoom digitally and not optically (moving glass lens 
elements), so you either have to get close to your 
subject, or you need to be photographing a wide sub-
ject, like a landscape. Use digital zoom as little as 
possible. 

Starting simply, even as you line the photo up, ask 
yourself what you think the image is best for. Post-
cards are good vertically or horizontally, but calen-
dars are almost exclusively horizontal, while maga-

zine covers are best vertically. Websites can be ei-
ther. Yes, you can crop the image later to alter the 
alignment, but, although minor cropping is almost 
unavoidable, substantial cropping reduces the quali-
ty of your image. Cropping is a fix you can avoid 
with a little planning. Of course, if you do what the 
pros do and shoot multiple shots both vertically and 
horizontally, zoomed in and zoomed out, you're 
more likely to get a publishable image in there 
somewhere. 

Now to subject matter. Scenery shots without ve-
hicles or fashions to date them have a longer 'life' in 
the marketplace, just as photos showing changing 
cityscapes do. If you're trying to sell your beautiful 
Manhattan skyline sunset photo as a current image, 
it better not have the twin towers of the World 
Trade Centre in them. The same goes for any people 
you may have in your image. Bellbottoms, acid 
wash jeans, bright neon jackets with padded shoul-
ders, "Make America Great Again" hats, or even 
poodle skirts, are all extreme examples of dated 
fashion and style, which are fine if they're the sub-
ject of the photo, but if your beautiful Eiffel Tower 
photo has subjects wearing dated fashions, know 
that the markets for those photos will be very nar-
row. 

Postcards of Castle Mountain & 
Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise at Banff National Park. 

Water break at Moraine Lake, Banff National Park. 
© Tim Reynolds 
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Of course, MAGA hats in Paris could be perfect 
for a particular magazine article you're writing or 
photo contest you're entering, but knowing what 
you want to do with the images before you take 
them can help immensely. If I was in Paris with 
friends wearing MAGA hats, I'd take a few of those 
shots, then I would take a few without the hats, 
then I'd have my friends move further from me and 
turn away, so as to not be easily identifiable, and 
take a series of those shots, too (see my sample of 
the hiker in the red coat). Holding hands, taking 
their own photos, looking at their phones, one look-
ing at the phone one looking at the tower... a variety 
of images which you can probably imagine would 
all appeal to different markets.  

Lastly (for this article), lighting. The best (magic) 
light of the day is early or late, when the sunlight is 
less intense and the shadows are less harsh. Also, 
the light is usually much warmer early and late, too. 
Whenever possible, use a tripod and have your light 
source behind you, illuminating your subject matter, 
unless you're taking selfies, which is when you 

want the sun on your face. Good selfies have a mar-
ket, too, although a much more limited one. 

I haven't talked about photographic equipment 
here because that's an entirely different article—or 
book—but if you want to move beyond the camera 
on your phone, check out www.dpreview.com, where 
you can research and compare digital cameras to 
your heart's content. 

Have your phone fully charged and always carry 
charging cables and adapters. For actual cameras of 
any size, carry spare batteries and plenty of memory 
cards. If you still shoot film, that's okay, just make 
sure you have plenty with you. I ran out of film 
while walking up the path to Bavaria's Neuschwan-
stein Castle (the Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Castle) and 
have regretted it for over forty years.  

The biggest key to travel photography success is 
easy. Always have a camera with you, and pay at-
tention to the world around you, not your Twitter 
feed.■ 

The Harpist 
The dead seek it out.  For 
centuries, the spirits of 
those who were ripped 
from this earth too soon 
see it as a beacon of light; 
their only line to the world 
of the living. Originally 
made by grief stricken 
luthier centuries ago, Eliz-
abeth thinks she’s saved an 
antique harp from being 
burned to ashes, but 

strange things are happening since she saved the ma-
jestic instrument. The harp calls to her at night, 
haunts her in her sleep and compels her to play until 
she drops.  With each beautiful note, she unknowingly 
accepts the curse that has spanned for hundreds of 
years.  The dead can hear her beautiful music and they 
are coming for her.  They need to tell her of their tor-
tured demise. The dead demand justice. Every un-
solved murder victim in Detroit is headed for Eliza-
beth’s harp.  Fortunately, the dead aren’t the only ones 
to notice her.  Detective Mike Flannery is working on 
a case that takes him to Elizabeth’s doorstep. He 
might be trying to save his friend from going to jail, 
but he just might be Elizabeth’s only hope.  
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Lake O'Hara, Yoho Provincial Park. © Tim Reynolds 



 

 

If you believe in ghosts, you’re not 

alone in this world. Over 39% of 

Brits and 45% of Americans be-

lieve in ghosts. 

In researching for my book, Exsanguinate, I learned 
the world over has an obsession with the paranor-
mal, especially ghosts. While many ghost stories are 
similar in nature, each culture has a different spin 
on them. 

Many ghost stories are believed to stem from par-
ents’ efforts to teach the rights and wrongs of life to 
children. Take for instance the tale called The Liver.  
A family gave money to a son to go to the store to 
purchase liver for dinner.  The boy purchased candy 
instead and stole a liver from a drunk man. Later 
that night and for weeks to come, the boy was 
haunted by a voice constantly saying, “Give me 
back my liver, you thief!” If that won’t curtail a 
child’s bad habits, I don’t know what will. 

Another interesting story is telling misbehaving 
children to look for small handprints on mirrors or 
restaurant windows. Those handprints, they say, are 
from naughty kids trapped inside the glass because 
they wouldn’t behave or eat their vegetables. Broc-
coli anyone? 

One of the most revered, current stories is from 
the Latin American culture. Parents try to scare 
their children from staying out too late with the tale 

of The Weeping Woman or La Llorona. Also called 
The White Lady because she wears a long white 
dress, she kidnaps children wandering at night, to 
replace her children.  

It seems every culture has some form of a lady in 
white walking the lonely highways causing car 
crashes, saving cars stuck on the train tracks, killing 
children, or haunting various locations to find her 
missing head after being murdered on her wedding 
night.   

 
Celebrations for the Dead 

In China, Malaysia, and Singapore, they’re called 
the Hungry Ghost Festival. Families build a shrine 
dedicated to their deceased relatives and ancestors 
and prepare special, festival food and offerings to 
give them in the afterlife. 

In Latin America countries, the Day of the Dead, 
or Dia de los Muertos, also takes place on All Saints 
Day. Similar to their European counterparts, they 
celebrate the lives of their loved ones with parades, 
dances, parties, and food. Many believe this is the 
one time of year they can be with their lost loved 
ones and make the best of the time together. 

In North and South Korea, families celebrate 
Chuseok by sharing the fall’s harvest with others. 
They visit and clean the graves of their ancestors 
and under the full moon, they play folk games and 
attend traditional dances to celebrate life. 

In Nepal, the festival of cows is called Gai Jatra. 
The families who lost a relative that year hold a pro-
cession down the street, leading a cow. The families 
believe the cow, one of the most revered animals in 
Hinduism, will help lead the deceased into the after-
life successfully. 

Vietnamese lore has families offering up paper 
money, clothing, shoes, even bicycles. If they have 
honored their dead with a proper burial, tombstone, 
and location, the ghost will reciprocate and help 
nourish and care for the living descendants. Those 
who departed violently or are not honored properly 
will become angry, stealing what they need and 
causing harm wherever they can. 

 
So you see, whether you are a believer or not, a 

ghost hunter, or you celebrate the lives of the past, 
you are joined by others all over the planet who 
share the same passion. ■ 
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CULTURE |Ghosts Around the World      BY DIANNA KERSEY  
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BOOKS |Cultural Spotlight                     BY EMERIAN RICH  

12 

5 books that immerse the reader into interesting cultural settings. 

1. The Feast of All Saints by Anne Rice 
I read this book in college over 
spring break, and I have to say, it 
changed my life. Marcel is a gent de 
couleur libre (a free person of color) 
born from a slave mother and her 
French master in 1840’s New Orle-
ans. The gens did not fit in either 
the black slave community or the 
French white community, and 
were often sent abroad to study, 

but when Marcel finds his father will not send him, 
he has to find his own way in a community that no 
longer wants him. 
In this coming-of-age story, Marcel must come to 
grips with his heritage. Brought up to treat his half-
sister as a slave and after being slammed into reality 
by an abusive and heart-breaking scene where his 
French father beats him and throws him off his 
property, Marcel struggles with the harsh reality of 
racism in its cruelest form.  Where will he fit now 
that he is grown? Will he stay put—part of the 
problem—and continue his split life, or will he fight 
the system and become a complete outcast?  
 

2. Cinder by Marissa Meyer 
I have to admit, I’m not usually 
one for cyborg sort of stuff, but I 
absolutely fell in love with Cinder. 
In a modern retelling of Cinderella, 
Cinder is a cyborg, living with the 
most irritating adopted mother ev-
er. As a mechanic, living in New 
Beijing, China, Cinder must work 
all day to repair tech so her mother 
and “normal” human siblings can 

buy expensive ball gowns and treat her like crap. 
The interesting thing about Cinder's world is that 
there is a plague attacking the human citizens. 
There doesn't seem to be much hope for a cure, and 
when her mother gets tired of Cinder being around, 
she sells her to the crown for plague research. Her 
only saving grace is Prince Kai, who instantly falls 
in love with her while dropping his android off for 
service, but this isn't just a teeny-bopper love story.  

 

Cinder must overcome many obstacles to get her 
freedom and become thought of as a valid being. I 
loved this book from start to finish and recommend 
it highly to any fairy-tale lover. I also thought the 
Chinese base made this a more interesting story 
than we’ve seen before.  

 

3. No Easy Place to Be by Steven Corbin 
Another of my favorites is this his-
torical snapshot from the 1920s in 
Harlem. Three African-American 
sisters struggle to survive in post-
world war America. Velma has two 
sisters. One is a nurse and the other 
so light she can “pass” for white 
and becomes a dancer at the Cotton 
Club. My favorite sister is Velma, a 
writer, whose world is filled with 

creative and artistic types. Although she's fighting 
to be heard as a black writer, she also struggles as a 
woman, put down by males in her own race who 
doubt she can create anything worthwhile. This is a 
beautifully written novel and one of only three 
written by the author, who died in 1995.  

 

4. Alien Secrets by Annette Curtis Klause 
When talking about different cul-
tures we don't normally go to the 
space alien type, but this book is so 
unique it causes you to look 
through the alien’s eyes. Puck, ex-
pelled from boarding school on 
Earth, is on her way to stay with 
her parents on the planet Shoon. 
On board the spaceship she be-
friends Hush, a native Shoowa 

who is also returning home in shame. He is desper-
ately seeking a  stolen treasure that was entrusted to 
him, a symbol of freedom for his people.  

Puck and Hush must find the precious Soo before 
they reach Shoon, but who can they trust? How will 
they save their own skins as they hurtle through 
space on a ship haunted by terrifying ghosts? This is 
a great book about giving other cultures a chance 
and realizing we are really all the same at the core.  
This should be mandatory reading in schools.  



 

 

5. Raggedy Chan by Camille Picott 
Camille is a friend of 

mine who I met years ago at 
a book fair in Santa Rosa. 
She has a great reading voice 
and really brings her books 
alive. Seriously, you should 
see the little girls in the audi-
ence as their eyes grow big 
listening to her exciting sto-
ry. 

Emma receives a special 
gift from her Auntie, a rag 
doll named Raggedy Chan, 

but Raggedy is no ordinary doll. She is a beautiful 
Chinese princess who lives in a jasper palace on the 
enchanted isle of Kunlun. The peace of her island 
home is threatened when Drought Fury steals 
Winged Dragon, bringer of rain. Without Winged 
Dragon, Kunlun will wither and die. To save her 
stricken homeland, Raggedy Chan sets forth alone. 
Her quest leads her to America, where she meets 
people who distrust her because she’s different.  

In this 10,000-word modern fairy tale, Chinese-
American author Camille Picott draws on her herit-
age to weave a story of magic, adventure, and sacri-
fice.■ 

Elliot Thorpe                    |SEARCH AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT 

Location: Essex, UK 

 
What’s an article you’ve written for SEARCH that you 
enjoyed?  
Summer 2016's Music Snapshot in Time: San Fran-
cisco 1959. It allowed me to be creative in emulating 
an era of music that I really adore and to (hopefully) 
describe—as best I could—San Francisco of the past.  
Even reading it back now makes me long for warm 
evenings and cool jazz vibes, but then I am sitting in 
my apartment watching the torrential, freezing 
April rain pour out across where the River Thames 
meets the North Sea. 
 
What was your favorite thing to do as a child?  
Rappel my GI Joes on pieces of string out of my 
first floor bedroom window. The toy line was called 
Action Man in the UK.  
 
Do you have a hot tip for us?  
Amazon! I'm a big collector of movie scores and un-
fortunately many of the larger music stores in Lon-
don that used to sell imports closed down many 
years ago. Because movie scores are still something 

of a niche market, finding rare releases online is of 
course the go-to method now, but I do miss search-
ing through store racks for unusual and rare sound-
tracks. Scrolling through a website is, sadly, rather 
more impersonal, however. 
 
What else do you write? 
I've just finished a 60-page outline for an original 10-
part drama series. The US producers seem very 
keen, so I'm positive I'll get the commission to write 
the full scripts. Other than that, I'm working on a 
follow-up to my late father's 2017 biography about 
Dean Martin.  Called The Dean Martin Compendium, 
it will contain articles and features about Dean that 
my father wrote and collected since 1960, with some 
brand new and exclusive interviews with artists 
who knew and worked with Dean.  We're looking at 
a potential Fall 2018 release. 
 
Where can we find out more about you? 

elliotthorpe.wordpress.com■ 
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Jazz, by its very nature, is a musi-

cal style that encompasses a var-

ying number of influences. Of 

course, it originated in the African

-American communities of New 

Orleans late in the 19th century 

but went on to incorporate Latin 

and Afro-Cuban themes over the 

decades with one of the more 

unique styles came to fruition 

sometime later, that of Asian-

American. 
 
Asian Americans have been performing jazz al-

most since the style's birth, yet it took all those 
years for the brand to begin developing. The addi-
tion of Asian instruments gives it a wonderfully dis-
tinct sound that cannot be confused with anything 
else. However, the story of Asian Jazz doesn't begin 
there. 

In the mid-1930s, the American jazz trumpet play-
er Buck Clayton moved to Shanghai. There, he led 
the band Harlem Gentlemen, playing for the wife 
and sister of Chian Kai-shek, the Republic of Chi-
na's leader, until 1948. 

While they played in the Western style, Clayton 

would shape the musical scores written by the 
(then) controversial figure, Li Jinhui, for the elite 
audiences of the Canidrome, a clubhouse and grey-
hound racing track. Clayton's treatment of Li's jazz 
included adapting the Chinese music scale into the 
American one. 

On Clayton's return to the US in 1937, his Asian 
influences all but disappeared while he worked with 
the likes of Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Earl 
Hines, and Frank Sinatra. 

Li Jinhui put together the first all-Chinese jazz 
group, The Clear Wind Dance Band, combining lo-
cal folk and Big Band jazz music. Sadly, while no 
original recordings of this alluring marrying of 
styles exist, Australian contemporary composer, 
John Huie, resurrected this bygone era.  The 21st 
century version of The Clear Wind Dance Band and 
released two amazing albums that are well-worth 
tracking down. 

Jazz had found its way to the Philippines in the 
early 1920s, when musician Luis Borromeo returned 
from North America. He'd been working various 
clubs across the US but went home in 1921 to intro-
duce African-American jazz to his peers. He took 
the vaudeville culture with him and formed 'bobadil' 
by molding his shows to reflect his heritage and his 
adoration of jazz.  He soon formed his own full-
fledged band and was quickly, rightly nicknamed 
the Philippine 'King of Jazz'. 

Vietnam also encouraged the Asian fusion, with 
jazz clubs in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh Cities opened 
by awarding-winning saxophonists Tran Manh Tu-
an and Quyen Can Minh. 

The 1970s onwards saw the true hybridized jazz 
evolve as West Coast musicians of Asian heritage 
were able to work freely and incorporate themes and 
styles that echoed their ancestry while combining 
the established African-American rhythms. Still 
slightly on the periphery of mainstream jazz, it 
wouldn't be until the early 1980s that festivals cele-
brating the new styles would start appearing. San 
Francisco pioneered such events with an Asian-
American Jazz Festival running from 1981 to 2006.  

Japan has always had a fascination for Western 
culture and this certainly extents to music, with jazz 
forming as a long-held love for the Japanese and, for 
this writer, the most important contribution to the 
Asian Jazz scene is Toshiko Akiyoshi.   
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She was born in Manchuria in 1929 to Japanese 
emigrants and was the youngest of four sisters. On 
hearing a recording of a Teddy Wilson number in 
the 1940s when the family returned to Japan after 
World War II, she was hooked. While playing piano 
in a club in Tokyo in 1952, 
Oscar Peterson visited. He 
was so impressed, he con-
vinced record producer 
Norman Granz to sign her 
to his Norgan label. Her 
first album, 'Toshiko's Pi-
ano', was released. From 
then, her career blossomed. 
She began studying jazz at 
the Berklee School of Music 
in Boston on a fortuitous 
scholarship that only came 
about after she'd written to 
the school's founder, Law-
rence Berk, asking him to 
give her chance to study 
with him. Toshiko subsequently became the first 
Japanese student at Berklee and her legacy in the 
Asian Jazz scene cannot be disputed, earning an 

Honorary Doctorate of Music from the school in 
1998. 

She worked regularly up until 2003, having trav-
elled most of the US, her final concert being at Bird-
land. When asked why she was finally disbanding 

her Japanese instrumentation-
flavored big band after so many 
years (one that had undergone 
many natural regenerations over 
time) she said it was, simply 
and unbelievably, because no 
US label had or would ever sign 
them. She was, though, able to 
release solo or small combo re-
cordings in the US.  
To not be recognized in this 
way, when her career spanned 
decades, is a terrible slight on 
her talent and that of what her 
heritage has offered the jazz sce-
ne. In today's world of apparent 
equality, there surely has to be a 

place for this? Music, like food and love, should and 
does transcend barriers, enriching the world we all 
live in.■ 

An "Amber Alert" for pets. Post your lost, 
found, and sightings of animals on our Face-
book page. Brentwood to Pittsburg.  
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TRAVEL |Love and Tamales                     BY MICHELE ROGER 

Ah love, amor! There’s nothing 

more beautiful than a couple in 

love and nothing more delicious 

than watching them proclaim 

that love to one another as they 

tie the knot. That is to say, nothing 

more delicious unless you’re talk-

ing tamales, specifically Eliza-

beth’s tamales, enchiladas, and 

posole. 
 
Elizabeth’s brother Diego is marrying his beauti-

ful bride in Mexico. Countless guests are invited, 
and the celebration food is going to be epic! I love 
the traditional food of Mexico and have always been 
curious how some of my favorite dishes are made. 
Elizabeth and her mom invited me to join them in 
an entire day devoted to cooking the family recipes. 

 

Tamales 

While I’ve watched cooking shows and read cook 
books, nothing prepared me for the work intensive 
process of truly, mouthwatering tamales. Elizabeth 
and her mother boil potatoes and rice. While they 
cook, we all help to separate the dried corn husks. 
Once we have a mountain piled up on a plate, they 
go into water to soak. 

When the rice and potatoes are cooked and 
cooled, they’re mashed and added to a mixture of 
maize, water, and chicken concentrate. Over and 
over, the two women knead the mixture, testing the 
texture, adding water, tasting. They let it rest. They 
knead more and add corn oil. Meanwhile, I’ve 
helped to cut up peppers and grated some muenster 
cheese. The two women have been cooking a huge 
pot of beans overnight. A healthy portion of those 
beans is “painted” with a deep red pepper concen-
trate that’s been simmering in a little pot off to the 
side. 

I watch closely and try to mimic Elizabeth’s art 
form. She spreads the maize and potato mixture 
across the course side of the corn husk. A delicate 
layer of either beans or peppers with cheese is added 
into the center, and she folds the filled husk so that 
it forms a tamale. One down, dozens and dozens 
more to go. My hands are clumsy and slow, but I try 
to keep up. Once we’ve filled two giant pots full of 
the tasty little “packages”, we move on to the enchi-
ladas. 



 

 

Enchiladas 

The same pepper sauce that Elizabeth uses to 
“paint” her beans, she then uses to dip fresh, corn 
tortillas. The dipped tortillas are then filled with a 
simple, but absolutely delicious, mixture of chopped 
red onion, muenster cheese, and chopped cilantro. 
She rolls each enchilada up, individually and puts 
them in small groups on plates. Some of the enchila-
das are topped with cream while others she leaves 
plain, so her guests have options. 

Posole 

Finally, we come to the posole. Elizabeth and her 
mother had given me the option of “red or green” 
when we first started our cooking adventure. I 
watched them throughout the day, add to the large, 
bubbling pot but wasn't sure what they were mak-
ing. The end result is nothing short of amazing. 

Several chickens are boiled in a broth of cilantro 
bunches, whole heads of garlic and seasonings. Eliza-
beth adds cilantro, garlic, peppers, and lime to the 
blender and makes a paste. She adds it to the pot. 
Next, roughly ten cups of hominy are added to cook 
in the savory liquid. By the time later afternoon ap-
proaches, the posole is ready. 

Calling in the Family 

The best part of the day is when family arrives. 
Sisters, cousins, dads, and uncles all arrive later that 
afternoon. Elizabeth has steamed the tamales and 
puts the final touches on her fresh salsa. Plate after 
plate comes out and everyone gathers round to enjoy 
a sampling of the feast to come. 

The cousins play with the new puppy in the back 
yard, and some start up a game of soccer. The father 
of the groom talks with my husband. Elizabeth ad-
mits that the bean tamales are her favorite, and as 
we eat, it’s very obvious which ones she and her 
mother skillfully made and which are mine. I’ve 
added too much cheese and many of mine won’t 
open. We all laugh. I need more practice. Thankful-
ly, it’s very yummy work. 

As I share a plate of enchiladas with my husband, 
I know that anything I eat back in the United States 
will never be as good as the plate in front of me. I 
regret agreeing to share a plate. I wish I would have 
asked for my own.  

A huge bowl of posole is all mine though. The 
green sauce base is like an explosion of flavor in my 
mouth. I’m new to eating hominy and find it’s a per-
fect match to the chicken broth and the fresh lime 
juice. I suddenly wish I had paid closer attention to 
how it was made. I doubt I can recreate it at home. 

Laughter fills the table. Elizabeth looks tired but 
proud as she watches everyone enjoy the fruits of 
her labor. I’m honored to have been invited to learn 
about love and culture through the family recipes 
and cooking of the day. Life is full of precious mo-
ments, and I wish we had more like today.■ 
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FEATURE |Exploring Culture        BY EMERIAN RICH 

Egyptian mythology is something I've been interested in for a long 

time. Ever since I tried to write my name in hieroglyphics for history class 

the pull of the exotic and unknown has infected me. The fashion, the 

makeup, the clothes—one needs only watch The Mummy or read 

about Cleopatra to be interested in their society.  

The Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum in San Jose, California is a fabulous 

place to explore Egyptian beliefs, customs, and daily life. Built in 1928, 

the location was the site of The Rosicrucian Order and holds the largest 

collection of Egyptian antiquities in the Western United States. The arti-

facts have grown and outbuildings continue to multiply.  

R o s i c r u c i a n  E g y p t i a n  M u s e u m   

RosicrucianEgy p t ianMuseumv is   
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The massive lot the museum sits 
on not only holds the museum, ex-
pansive gardens, and planetarium, 
but the Rose-Croix University and 
the Rosicrucian Research Library. 
Peace Garden is a reproduction of 
an 18th Dynasty Estate Garden 
where you can experience many 
plants that grew in ancient Egypt 
and sit for a quiet moment of medi-
tation. Rosicrucian Park holds stat-
ues, monuments, and even a giant 
obelisk to admire. The gardens are 
relaxing and seem to transport you 
into a different, calmer time. 

In 2018, the museum became a net
-zero energy building, meaning the total amount of 
energy used by the building on an annual basis is 
roughly equal to the amount of renewable ener-
gy created on the site. 

A fun item you can buy while purchasing your 

tickets at the front desk is a Passport to 
Ancient Egypt which explains each sec-
tion of the museum and has a place to 
stamp each part you visit. There are 
questions to record your journey and 
the hieroglyphic alphabet so you can 
spell your name in their ancient lan-
guage. 

The great thing about this museum 
is the large selection of artifacts to ex-
plore. They have a real mummy, mas-
sive statues, and a wide variety of eve-
ryday items like cooking utensils, 
grooming items, and writing tablets. A 
few of the more unexpected items 
were Senet game pieces, ornaments, 

and an extensive collection of hand-carved beads. 
Some of the more impressive items to view are the 

real mummies of both human and animal remains, 
burial items for rituals, and the tall statuary greeting 
you in every hall. 
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My focus went immediately to two areas: the 
makeup practices and the writing items. 

In the makeup area, you can observe makeup pots, 
application objects, and even the powders that they 
used to create that “cat-eye” style we still use today. 
Imagine spreading what was essentially lead onto 
your eyelids every morning. Ancient Egyptian Kohl, 
called mesedjmet, was made from galena and stored in 
tubes or shells as dry powder. Although we think of 
lead as poisonous today, the Egyptians thought gale-
na held magical properties and there are several 
studies out to prove that these chemicals helped 
fight off dangerous eye diseases brought on by un-
clean Nile water.  

For the scholars in our audience, the tablets are not 
to be missed. I was amazed by the tiny pieces of 
stone writing on display. I have seen large tablets 
and thought these mini pieces simply chips off of 
larger work, but upon closer inspection, you can tell 
that most of these pieces were made to be that small 
and carried around. Imagine a stone post-it note in 
your pocket that would last for eternity. Now, that’s 
how to keep a love note or important document for-
ever! Although, I imagine it would weigh a bit more.  

In their Alchemy Exhibit, you can explore the sev-
en stages of the Alchemical process, a meditation 
chamber featuring the Azoth of the Philosophers, 
and a full-size reproduction of an Alchemist’s work-
shop. There is also a reproduction of the Ripley 
Scroll with illustrative commentary. The exhibit is 
just the beginning of what will be the first Alchemy 
Museum in the United States, and the largest in the 
world. It will be housed in the present Rose-Croix 
University International building onsite at  
Rosicrucian Park.  
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Those of you into interactive experiences can't get 
better than the life-size tomb they have installed, 
replicated from photo stills of a real tomb in Egypt. 
They've recreated the wall murals, feel, and lighting 
you expect to find in a real tomb without the cost of 
airfare. You'll also see an example of what the dig-
ging hole might have looked like. It's pretty impres-
sive, even for the most jaded archeology enthusiast. 

As if you didn’t feel immersed enough in the cul-
ture, feel, and scenery of ancient Egypt, this muse-
um goes one step further with a collection of mod-
els, depicting what life might have been like back 
then. As you inspect the miniature Egyptians going 
about their daily tasks, worshiping at the temple, or 
marching through the sand to the great pyramid, 
you almost feel as if you are one of them. 

The caretakers of the grounds belong to The Rosi-
crucian Order, an ancient and philosophical group 
who study the laws of nature in order to live in har-
mony with them. They encourage the exploration 

of wisdom, compassion, strength, and peace. 
Among their members have been greats such as 
Isaac Newton, Benjamin Franklin, and Marie Co-
relli, to name a few. If you are interested in The Ro-
sicrucian Order, they offer information about what 
they study and how to become a member on their 
website. 

The Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum is a great ex-
perience covering so much Egyptian history, you'd 
have to travel to Egypt to get more. The museum is 
open Wednesday-Sunday during the day and has 
certain times when you can enter for free. It’s great 
for school trips or to just explore on your own. 
They are also always open to volunteer docents. 
Check their website for applications or to find out 
more information. 

egyptianmuseum.org 
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A tagine (or tajine) is both the 

name of a Moroccan cooking 

dish and the food prepared in 

the dish. Tagine—the food—is a 

classic Moroccan slow-cooked 

stew containing meat, dried spic-

es, vegetables, and preserved 

fruit like olives, lemons, or dried 

apricots.  

 
The physical cooking dish is earthenware with a 

cone-shaped lid. The lid traps the steam from cook-
ing the food and returns the condensed liquid to the 
dish below, making very little liquid required in the 
recipe to produce a tender stew. This Moroccan 
slow cooker functions on similar principles as other 
slow cooking devices such as a Dutch oven or 
Crockpot™ 

Using a tagine on a stovetop requires the use of a 
metal heat diffuser between the bottom of the tagine 
and the stovetop burner. The diffuser distributes the 
heat and prevents the earthenware/terra cotta tagine 
from being damaged by the gas flame or electrical 
element. Even with a heat diffuser in place, it’s nev-
er recommended to exceed the medium heat setting 
on the stovetop. 

We’ve been cooking with a tagine for four years 
now and have made dishes ranging from traditional 
to experimental. In this recipe we start with the tra-
ditional Moroccan cooking dish and cooking styles. 

Then we fuse ingredients and spices from our fami-
ly Thanksgiving recipes. We view these Thanksgiv-
ing recipes as falling into the "harvest" food catego-
ry. While turkey is by far the most popular poultry 
associated with Thanksgiving, we’ve chosen chick-
en for this recipe, due to its availability year-round 
at a reasonable price. 

Important note - Tagines fall into two categories, 
that of cooking and decorative. This is determined 
by whether the earthenware glaze contains lead. A 
tagine made with a lead glaze should never be used 
for cooking but considered decorative and never be 
used in conjunction with food. 

How do you know if a tagine is lead-free? Short of 
using a lead test kit, we recommend that when you 
purchase a tagine, verify it’s stated to be "lead free." 

Tagines range in price from $25 to well over $200 
and can be purchased at stores like Cost Plus World 
Market® or online at Amazon.com. We find that 
our $25 tagine produces food just as delicious as 
those more expensive.  

FOOD |Moroccan Harvest Fusion   BY BRIAN AND PATRICIA DAKE  

INGREDIENTS 

 16 oz. butternut squash 
 10 oz. garnet yam 
 8 oz. parsnip 
 8 oz. yellow onion 
 2 teaspoons chicken bouillon granules 
 1 teaspoon sea salt  
 1/2 teaspoon pepper, fresh ground 
 2 teaspoon Italian seasoning 
 1 teaspoon caraway seed 
 2 chicken breasts, boneless, skinless 
 2 tablespoon olive oil 
 Cooking spray 
 1/4 cup cranberries, dried 

 Special Tools 

 Metal diffuser 
 Ceramic tagine  



 

 

Preparation 

 Using a 10" chef's knife cut the top and bottom 
from the butternut squash, removing stem and butt. 
Cut the butternut squash in half, from top-to-
bottom. 
 Using a serving spoon scrape seeds and strings 
from cavity of squash and discard. 
 Butternut squash can be difficult to peel. I rec-
ommend cutting the squash into 3/4-inch strips. Us-
ing a vegetable peeler, peel the skin from the strips 
of squash. Cut the squash into 3/4-inch cubes, yield-
ing approximately 4 cups of diced squash. 
 Cut the ends from the yam and parsnips and re-
move skin with vegetable peeler. 
 Cut the yam and parsnips into 1/2-inch pieces, 
yielding approximately 3 cups of diced yams and 2 
cups of diced parsnips. 
 Cut the ends from the onion and remove skin. 
Dice onion into 1/2-inch pieces, yielding approxi-
mately 2 cups of diced onion. 
 Place butternut squash, yam, and parsnip cubes 
along with diced onions into a large mixing bowl. 
 In a small bowl place chicken bouillon granules, 
sea salt, fresh ground pepper, Italian seasoning and 
caraway seed. Mix into a rough blend. 
 Cut chicken breast into ¾-inch cubes. 
 Place chicken in a small mixing bowl and mix in 
1 tablespoon of olive oil to coat each piece. 
 Mix 1/2 of the spice mixture into chicken. 
 Mix 2 tablespoons of olive oil in large mixing 
bowl of vegetables, until olive oil coats each piece. 
 Mix the remaining spice mixture into the vege-

tables.  

Cook 

 Cover stove top burner with metal diffuser. Set 
bottom of tagine on diffuser and spray inside of 
tagine with cooking spray. Turn burner to medium 
heat, preheating the tagine. 
 Spray the inside of a large fry pan with cooking 
spray and place on stovetop on high heat. 
 When pan is hot, add chicken pieces, stirring 
occasionally to brown chicken. 
 Once the chicken has browned, add vegetables 

and stir occasionally until vegetables come up to 
temperature. 
 Stir in dried cranberries and transfer chicken 
and vegetable mixture from fry pan to tagine.  Cov-
er with tagine top. 
 Cook in tagine on medium heat for 30 minutes. 
 Remove tagine lid and cook for 15 more minutes 
to reduce liquid, stirring occasionally. 

Turn off heat and remove tagine from stovetop. 
Serve 

 Use a trivet to set the tagine bottom on the din-
ner table. 
 Place brown rice on plates and spoon tagine 
mixture over brown rice.■ 
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INTERVIEW |Poetess Kalamu Chaché        BY KIM RICHARDS 

Born and raised in Brooklyn, New 

York, Poetess Kalamu Chaché has 

lived and worked in East Palo Al-

to, California since the 1960’s.  
 
Since her residency, Chaché served the East 

Bayshore community of East Palo Alto and the Belle 
Haven area of Menlo Park in numerous profession-
al, executive, administrative, advocacy, and artistic 
areas of employment and volunteer services. The 
Poet Laureate of East Palo Alto since 1983, she au-
thored three volumes of poetry: Survival Tactics 
(1975), A Change of Interest (1983), and Survival Inter-
est: A Collection Of Revisited Poems (2013). Her poems 
appear in several book anthologies, newspapers, cal-
endars, event programs, social media, and a wall ex-
hibit at the East Palo Alto Library. 

Her Kalamu Productions is dedicated to creative 
arts works to bring The Arts closer to peoples’ 
hearts. 

Thank you for visiting with us. What brought you 
to California? 

It was a family decision. My Dad came to work 
for Flying Tigers Airlines in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. I suffered with Asthma for many years. The 
doctors advised that a better climate than Brooklyn 
might be better for me. My Dad brought me and my 
sister to live with him in East Palo Alto. 

Although I was sad to have to leave my other sib-
lings and relatives, I was very happy to live with my 

Dad. He was in the military, which often kept him 
away from us while we were growing up. This, and 
the chance to be well, helped me not be so sad about 
leaving Brooklyn. 

It didn’t take long for me to adjust to East Palo Al-
to. I was happy about having my sister with me, en-
joying school, participating in youth activities, being 
in a caring community surrounded by good neigh-
bors, and being a good daughter and family member 
everyone could be proud of. I don’t remember hav-
ing one episode of an asthma attack. My health 
greatly improved. 

Many of your poetry readings are in conjunction 
with music. Do you also sing?  

Yes, I’ve always loved music. In Brooklyn, I loved 
singing to recorded music at home. Seeing my peers 
at school assemblies and established artists perform, 
plus going on school field trips to see concerts made 
me happy, too. Just as exciting were when I watched 
artists on television perform their work. In middle 
school, I studied the violin for a short while. These 
experiences made me know music would always be 
part of my life. 

While attending Ravenswood High School, I 
joined a girls’ group to sing R&B music. I loved our 
spring concert rehearsals. In the mid-1980s, I learned 
an album was produced of a Spring Concert talent 
shows. I didn’t know this happened. It would be fun 
to hear it today. 

I wrote my first love song in high school, titled, 
“He Doesn’t Care.”  You can guess what that song 
was about, right? While love makes the world go 
around, it also leaves memories of stories to tell. It’s 
important to stand up for love because, without it, 
you cease to exist as a human being. I wrote message
-oriented songs through my membership with the 
Nairobi Messengers of Nairobi College, a two-year 
community college in East Palo Alto. In the group, I 
also wrote poetry. 

Why are you involved in the 100 Thousand Poets 
for Change, Celebrate the Poet Within workshop, 
word slams, and benefits? 

Growing up in an environment of activism, seeing 
first-hand just how creative artists with such a back-
ground infused their talents with activism, the sup-
port I’ve experienced kept me very close to the com-
munity and interacting with people. To this day, I 
always make time to create poetry. 



 

 

Do you work a job outside of writing poetry?   
In serving as a Cultural Arts Activist/Advocate, 

I’m also a consultant, providing management sup-
port services. 

Do you come from a family of creative people? 
Yes. I have relatives who sang in gospel groups, 

wrote songs and poetry, and became authors.  
Is your daughter also creative? 
Yes, she is very artistic how she expresses herself 

through public relations and mass communications. 
She created a podcast with her cousin. 

Why do you encourage young people to do great 
things? 

I believe our youth are born of greatness. It’s very 
important we stay connected to them because they 
are our future leaders. Having a presence in their 
lives is one way to ensure they become adults who 
know, appreciate, and stay mindful about their con-
nectedness to everyone around them. I want their 
experiences to guide them in knowing the right 
things to do and make positive contributions to ben-
efit others throughout their lifetime. I want them to 
know they have a responsibility in helping make 
this world be a better place for us all. When our 
youth are raised in this way, they become better 
leaders in the future. 

Tell us about being a Poet Laureate. 
Being a Poet Laureate means I get to create and 

share my love of poetry with others and provide op-
portunities for others to do the same. I enjoy my 
work very much. I create poems to continually add 
to my collection. I make appearances at various 
events, conduct poetry workshops, curate a wall ex-
hibit at the East Palo Alto Library, create opportuni-
ties for poets to perform before a broader audience, 
host special events, meet and work with other poets, 
and be open to making space for other poetic possi-
bilities in the future. This is very exciting work.  

Is there anything you would like to say to our 
readers? 

Yes, to all who continue to search, remember to 
work with what you have. Do whatever you can, in 
the best way you can, to bring The Arts closer to 
people’s hearts. 

 

Find out more about Poetess Chaché at:  
facebook.com/poetesskalamu.chache■ 
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ATTRACTIONS |Queen Mary Ghosts  BY LINDA WHITAKER  
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Commissioned in 1936, the 

Queen Mary was a state-of-the-

art luxury cruising vessel, one of 

the grandest ocean liners ever 

built.  
During World War II, with resources being 

scarce, she was retrofitted as a troop ship, nick-
named the Grey Ghost, and began service to the 
allied forces. After her return to civilian life, in the 
late 1940’s, she again spent years in the luxury liner 
industry, but travel was a changing landscape, and 
more and more people took to the air. The Queen 
Mary was tired, weathered, and no longer in de-
mand. In 1967, finding a resting place in Long 
Beach, California, she’s become an iconic landmark 
that everyone should attempt to see. 

 The history of this ship is fascinating. Walking 
up to the Queen Mary, one is immediately struck 
by the enormity, its dominance in the harbor. It is 
so present. How does something like that even float, 
let alone remain seaworthy after 82 years? Although 
I can’t begin to understand the engineering feat, I 
did understand her allure, after stepping into its 
beautifully preserved entry and touring her decks. 
The ship beckons you to explore. Yes, you can feel 
her. 

As a SEARCH Magazine correspondent I was re-
cently invited to an exclusive media event to tour 
the ship and their new attraction, haunted Room 
B340. 

First, I was led down a steel walkway into the 
musty depths of the Queen Mary’s boiler room. 
Suspended over deep darkness, the only light came 
from the faint glimmer of a flashlight and the occa-
sional glow of a cell phone. Our guide, paranormal 

explorer Matthew Schulz, narrated the experiences 
of previous adventurers into this hotspot of para-
normal activity, describing tugs on clothing and 
touches on skin, with no apparent source for these 
sensations. Hearing the stories was chilling and a 
series of goosebumps ran down my arms.  

A brisk walk along B Deck led us to the infamous 
Room B340. The stage was set, complete with crys-
tal ball, tarot deck, and Ouija board. The Commo-
dore’s tales of B340 were eerie, and its reputation 
was such that the room, until recently, has been un-
occupied and out of use for years. New guests, how-
ever, are in luck. The newly renovated space is now 
available to the public, and you can book your own 
stay in the haunted B340.  

During its earlier years of occupancy, sleeping 
guests awakened to find the covers thrown back and 
figures of people standing alongside the bed. House-
keeping reports included making up the room, only 
to return moments later to tousled spreads and 
sheets and everything in disarray.  Our group, while 
exploring the dimly lit room, complained of vertigo 
and headaches, and the stalwart Commodore con-
fessed his own extreme discomfort. “I would never 
spend a night in this cabin,” he added. 

Our last adventure that evening led us to a 
glimpse of the gorgeous art deco 1st class passenger 
swimming pool, where wet footprints abruptly end-
ing have been reported, in spite of the pool having 
been drained for decades. A few steps away, we 
stopped in front of polished elevator doors where 
the reflection of an elegant “Woman In White” has 
been seen by some.  Strolling down a long walkway, 
resplendent in bird’s-eye maple paneling and carpet 
reminiscent of a more elegant era, we are told of an 
image seen by many of a 7 to 8-year-old girl nick-
named Jackie, her arms outstretched, reaching up as 
if asking to be lifted and comforted. As our tour 
concluded, I believe we were all looking for a bit of 
comfort. 

Fortunately, not only is the Queen Mary still with 
us−and perhaps still hosting a number of passengers 
from the past−she also offers a myriad of experienc-
es for Los Angeles visitors and locals alike. You 
must give one a try. Oh, and if you see the little girl 
in the hallway, give her a hug from me. 

For more information and tickets, go to: 

Queenmary.com■ 



 

 

BY DONNA MEDINA    Exercise Around the World |HEALTH 

Every country has a different 

workout tradition. India, for in-

stance, is home to yoga.  
While Indian fitness enthusiasts still do breathing 

exercises and stretching, they are also trying out 
new routines. Women are doing pregnancy exercises 
and Pilates.  

In China, bodybuilding is popular among men and 
women. The country is the birthplace of Tai Chi, a 
Chinese martial art known for its health benefits 
and defense training. With bodybuilding’s major 
comeback in recent years, more men are competing 
in traditional competitions. The Chinese are also 
gaining interest in fitness bands, jumping jacks, and 
Zumba fitness.  

In Australia, Aussies are engaging in workouts 
that combine both the weight-lifting and cardio ben-
efits of kettlebells. Kettlebells are believed to burn 
70% more calories than a simple weight-lifting 
workout. Australians are also doing super-intense 
workouts such as Tabata sprints and CrossFit.  

In Russia, many are into the 7-minute workout. It 
doesn’t require any equipment, so they can work out 
anytime and anywhere. With the no-equipment 
home and street workouts becoming increasingly 
popular, it’s expected that the anti-gym trend will 
only continue.  

In Mexico, on the other hand, they prefer to follow 
methods that are tried and proven to help one 
achieve a healthy mind and body. Pregnancy 
workouts are popular in Mexico. Even those who are 
not gestating are still interested in well-rounded 
workouts that build strength and improve mental 
endurance, balance, flexibility, and coordination. Re-
laxation exercises, resistance exercises, flexibility 
exercise, and isometric exercises are also popular 
among Mexicans.  

In Canada, most fitness enthusiasts prefer leg 
workouts, bodybuilding, TRX workouts, and core 
exercises. Bodybuilding is the most popular workout 
in the country.  

The different workout traditions only shows that 
people are becoming increasingly aware of the bene-
fits of having a healthy mind and body.■ 
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AUTISM |Living in the Light              BY LILLIAN CSERNICA  

Fifteen years ago my son was di-

agnosed with Autistic Spectrum 

Disorder. Very little clinical infor-

mation was available, much less 

biographical writing by families 

raising autistic children.  

 
The best guide I found for what my daily life 

would become was a series of graphic novels written 
by a Japanese mangka named Keiko Tobe. 

In With the Light: Raising an Autistic Child, Sachiko 
and Masako Azuma are overjoyed to welcome their 
baby boy, Hikaru. This joy is short-lived when 
Sachiko realizes Hikaru is not reaching the usual 
developmental milestones. Doctors diagnose Hikaru 
as autistic. Although, Japanese culture may be quite 
different from life in the United States, Sachiko's 
love for Hikaru and her determination to do right 
by him creates a universal appeal. Sachiko sees how 
much is right in Hikaru and keeps working toward 
helping him be as happy and functional as possible 
down a path full of obstacles, both personal and so-
cietal. 

Throughout With the Light, Tobe makes it clear 
that the problem of autism lies not in the disability 

itself but in society. The main plot is the struggle of 
the mother, Sachiko, who is parenting her son, 
Hikaru (the name "Hikaru" means "light" in Japa-
nese) from infancy to age sixteen. Sachiko faces nu-
merous difficulties and hardships, such as mistreat-
ment, misunderstanding, isolation, and lack of insti-
tutional support, in raising her son. Masako copes 
with the stress and disappointment of Hikaru's di-
agnosis by working even longer hours. When Masa-
ko has a heart attack, he must stay at home while he 
recovers, and he experiences the day-to-day reality 
of Hikaru's ASD. His presence provides Sachiko 
with much-needed validation and support. Sachiko 
perseveres. As the story progresses, she does find 
sympathy and support among other parents and 
teachers. 

Some of the points brought out include: 
 

 Parents are blamed for the child’s problems. 
 Facing a school system that doesn't really under-

stand ASD or have any trained personnel on 
staff. 

 Not fitting in with other mothers and their chil-
dren who attend organized play dates and talk 
about all the milestones neurotypical children 
achieve. 

 The strain having a child with ASD puts on 
marriages and its consequences on some parents’ 
health. 

 
When a child with ASD acts out in some way, 

whether from a sensory processing disorder or per-
severation or simple fatigue, ignorant onlookers see 
that as proof that Mom isn't doing her job and disci-
plining the child properly.  

In grade school my son had meltdowns that were 
a nightmare to soothe and defuse. Yes, the issue of 
discipline arose, but when a child with ASD gets 
stuck on an idea or activity, it's more neurological 
than behavioral. Helping the child move on takes 
patience and determination. 

With The Light first appeared in print in 2000, 
when there was still a void in public education that 
needed to be filled. Northern California has an 
abundance of resources for special needs children 
and adults. Even so, my son has encountered diffi-
culties with teaching staff. His first-grade teacher 
insisted she knew how to cope with a student with 
ASD.  



 

 

When this same teacher tried to have my son 
banned from field trips as being "too disruptive", I 
exercised my parental right to call for a team meet-
ing where I made it clear this teacher's attempts to 
ban my son were inappropriate, unfair, and illegal. 
The administrator in charge of the Special Educa-
tion Department got involved and matters were set-
tled in my son's favor. These days students with 
ASD have many of the same opportunities as main-
stream students, but the struggle continues. 

Schools in Japan began offering special educa-

tion for students with developmental disabilities in 
2007. Doing so was difficult because of the premium 
Japanese culture places on fitting into society and 
interdependence. Many parents and teachers be-
lieved labeling a child as different and needing spe-
cial education could disrupt his relationship with 
other children, exposing him to social harm and 
henken (prejudice or stigma). In summarizing Japa-
nese cultural responses to 'difference,' one teacher 
remarked, 'This is a society where you are called 
'strange' if you are a little different from the others.  

Keiko Tobe broke important ground, meeting 
mothers and their autistic children, learning how 
broad the spectrum really is and how much under-
standing and support ASD families still need.■ 

 

“When a child with ASD acts 
out in some way, whether from a  

sensory processing disorder or  
perseveration or simple fatigue,  
ignorant onlookers see that as 

proof that Mom isn't doing her  
job and disciplining the 

 child properly.” 

parmadelicatering@gmail.com 
 
Parma Deli 

3521 Clayton Rd., Concord, CA  

(925) 685-5705 

1-857-452-3660 
Antonineafricanclothing@gmail.com 
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HUMOR |Locked Out                      BY LARRIANE BARNARD  

I've never been quite so embar-

rassed as when I asked my hus-

band to call roadside assistance.  
 
I stopped at a convenience store for a thirty-two-

ounce soda. Caffeine fortification ensured, my next 
errand was a quick trip into the wholesale house for 
one item. For less to carry, I poked the keys into my 
pocket and tucked my purse under the seat. My wal-
let went into the oxygen tank bag I carry for my em-
physema. As I crawled out, I flipped the auto-lock 
button. Once inside the store, I snagged an electric 
cart. I was really trucking then, as fast as one can on 
those carts.  

When I got back to my car and reached in my 
pocket for my keys, no keys. I slapped every pocket. 
No keys. Tugged and pulled on the door. I even went 
to the other side of the car to tug and pull 
like I’d miraculously find the automatic 
lock hadn’t really locked all the doors. 
From there I could see the keys, ly-
ing on the driver’s seat, no doubt 
laughing at me.  They’d have wig-
gled the tab with the road service 
number I needed, if they could 
have, just to irritate me further. 

I called my husband and told 
him to call the service, but to—this 
is the kicker—impress on them 
there's a slight emergency involved 
since my air tank was low. I said this to 
prevent them from taking hours to show up 
like the last time we called. My mistake was not fully 
explaining my reasoning to my husband. You’ll see 
why. 

Probably thinking it would be quicker, he suggested 
I go inside and tell the store clerks. Although I seri-
ously doubted that was in their job description, I 
went inside but remembered, (forehead slap) I had a 
card from the road service in my wallet. I just forgot, 
okay? 

I’m also hard of hearing. Why do I mention this? I 
called the road service and yeah, it's one of the rec-
orded “If you want this press that.” I understood I 
needed to press something, but not what.  

While I replayed the recording, hoping to catch 
more words, I received a call. My husband had called 
911. That seemed a little extreme, but a fire truck 

wasn’t a bad idea, right?  
I waited outside for the small truck I occasionally 

see parked in front of the station. After all, how 
many firemen are needed to pop open a locked door? 
First, however, the ambulance arrived, complete with 
three paramedics, flashing lights, and siren.  

Obviously, unlocking cars is not their thing but ex-
plaining what I didn’t need wasn’t helpful. They 
wouldn’t leave. Then the fire truck arrived with 
lights and sirens. Sitting on the cart in front of the 
store, I now had eight—count them—emergency per-
sonnel, an ambulance, and a huge ladder truck, both 
vehicles with flashing lights—thankfully they’d 
turned off the sirens. People walked by and stared, 
trying to figure out what my problem was.  

Guess what? Firemen don't do doors. They worry 
about oxygen or if a person is cold, but they don’t 
break into parked cars. The head fireman understood 

the situation and called road service for me. 
He was on the phone fifteen minutes. A 

few minutes after the fireman hung 
up, the tow truck arrived and two 

minutes later had the door open. 
It took an ambulance, a huge fire 
truck, eight emergencies person-
nel, a tow truck, and a tow truck 
driver, to teach me that a spare 
key doesn’t do any good in your 

purse if you lock it in the car. 
Relieved, I finally climbed back in 

the car to head out. My air hose was 
too tight. I jerked it. Remember that thir-

ty-two ounces of soda? The hose had looped 
around the cup. The drink flipped out of the holder 
and landed upside down in the floor. Talk about in-
sult to injury. I didn’t even get my caffeine. 

I have to wonder how simple it would all have been 
if my husband had called the service as I asked. His 
excuse? He said I sounded like I was already out of 
air. No, I told him, I was—I’ll tone down the word 
here and just say—very angry. 

A couple weeks later, I learned how the keys ended 
up on the seat. The pocket in the slacks I wore was 
too shallow, and they slipped free when I got out. I 
discovered this when it happened a second time.  

Yes, I had left my purse in the car again. No, I did-
n’t have to go through the same thing. I’m not that 
dumb. The spare key was hanging on my oxygen 
tank, not locked in the car.■ 



 

 

Divas and Gents in Hats Annual Cancer Awareness Luncheon,  Concord, April 2018  EVENTS 

BayCon, Science Fiction and Fantasy Convention, San Mateo, CA                                 May 2018  

Top: Members Belinda Denny-Taylor and Carla Liggins, Mary Ann Wheeler and helper, Founder: Camari Henderson. 
Bottom: Kasey William and Shavonne Booth, model Frederick Jackson, Comedian and MC, JRed and model Kenton Gooden. 

Authors J. Malcolm Stewart and Laurel Anne Hill, Colors the Clown, Dr. Who Cosplayer Roel, SEARCH Packaging Manager Camellia Rains,  
and Imagination Fair Greeter Ariel. Lower right: Authors J. Malcolm Stewart, Sumiko Saulson, Johnathan Fortin,- and Laurel Anne Hill. 

AuthorFest, San Mateo Public Library, San Mateo, CA                                                    July 2018  

Authors Loren Rhoads, E.M. Markoff, S.G. Browne, Rick Lucey, Mercy Hollow, Jonathan Fortin, Emerian Rich, J. Malcolm Stewart, Valerie 
Frankel, Tina Gibson, Lea Kirk, and R.L. Merrill. 
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FAVORITES | What is your favorite Bay Area memory? 

“Waiting outside the Palace of Fi-

ne arts in 1979 to go in to the  

Tutankhamun Exhibit.” 
By Jason Malcolm Stewart 

My mother had only been able to get me and my 
brother a ticket. She was planning to wait outside 
while we went in. Someone over heard our problem 
and gave my mother a ticket, allowing us all to go in. 

The Tut exhibit was amazing and has stayed my 
one of my favorite childhood memories all these 
years. 

“The day the Golden Gate 

Bridge disappeared.” 
By Patricia watson 

Some years ago, a friend from the East Coast came 
for a visit. Her bucket list included seeing the Golden 
Gate Bridge. We drove into San Francisco just as the 
afternoon fog rolled in. I took her to Ft. Point, hop-
ing to show her the view from directly under the 
bridge where Alfred Hitchcock filmed scenes from 
Vertigo. 

By the time we parked and entered the old fort, the 
fog was thick right to the ground. I tried to convince 
her we were directly under the bridge, but no go. She 
wouldn’t believe that the big pillars we were standing 
by led to a bridge overhead. 

I brought her back to the same spot the next day in 
the sunshine and she was speechless.■ 

Winners of the SEARCH Magazine write-in contest. 

Want SEARCH to come to your event?  
Email us at: searchmagazinemail@gmail.com 



 

 

FAVORITES |Reader’s Choice                 BY EMERIAN RICH  

BEAUTY 

“I’m not a per-
son who uses 
makeup all the 
time, and those 
people who 
draw pictures 
on their faces 
make me green 
with envy. 
Now, they 
have made it 
easier for us who want to have fun designs and 
sparkles on our faces but lack the artistic tal-
ent. I started seeing these eyeliner stamps in 
Japan a few years ago, and now through my 
Ispy subscription, I got one to try out. The 
Ciate eyeliner pen and stamp comes with one 
end that is an eyeliner pen and one end that 
will stamp a professional-looking star on your 
face. No artistic ability needed! I can’t wait to 
try out other shapes.” ~Michelle, San Francisco■ 

Reader’s Choice 

Write in with YOUR favorite tip! 
Product name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Why is it such a great product?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Send your favorite to 3377 Deer Valley Rd. #303, Antioch, CA 94531 or  
email: searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com■ 

GAME 

“Township is my favorite game. It's addictive. I like 
that you can play and get great items without having to 
put out money, unless you want to. The graphics are 
clear, and the animations are really good. The staff 
works hard on the games, updating often. It is my guilty 
pleasure. They have co-ops where you can meet with 
other players, compete as a team, and win prizes. You 
can also chat with other players who are just as obsessed 
as yourself and help each other accomplish goals. They 
have something for every holiday to help celebrate, and 
you get themed prizes.” ~ Veronica, Concord, CA■ 

app 

“I can’t live without the Score sports app. You can put in your favorite teams 
or leagues to follow. It will give you daily scores for your team and other ma-
jor teams. They also have a news feed for top stories in sports. You can choose 
your favorite sport for the feed, so you can get only your sport info, but you 
can also go look at other sports. You can set alerts for the teams and games so 
you will know when the games starts or when someone scores. Easy to use and 
downloadable from play store. It keeps me up to date with my favorite team 
the Bruins, Sharks, and all the hockey news I follow.” ~Laura, San Francisco■ 
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ACTIVITY |Egyptian Culture               BY EMERIAN RICH 

Write your name in Hieroglyphs. 

 h  
   d d  s 

 <  d  l  

A B C/K D E/I F G H I J 

 c  r  
 +  

    ` b 
L M N O P Q R S/Z T U/W 

Left is a picture of the bust of Nefertiti, an Egyptian queen who 

lived in the 1300’s. Draw a bust of yourself below. 

If you were an Egyptian ruler, what would be your first mandate? 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Right is a picture of small tablets people carried with them. If you were to  

immortalize a message on stone, what would it be? 
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Are you an existing, new or upcoming entrepreneur? Do you 

have business goals? This audiobook is an easy-to-listen-to, re-

laxed, and easy-to-understand work. It's a great book for help-

ing you to expound on your vision and put it into action - 

through 12 elaborated tips on what it takes to move forward. 

This is an undeniable source of motivation, bursting with inspi-

ration for the entrepreneurial mind, from the desk of an average member of society. 

Can You Action Past Your Devil's Advocate? is jam-packed with success tips, famous 

quotes, and profiles of iconic, successful leaders and mentors, plus a variety of main take-

aways. Let's listen so we can move on to excellence, creating our own success stories! 

This book will provoke you to rise to the challenge and overcome obstacles. It will lead 

you to fight for your life and your dreams and point the way toward reaching the top at 

“We all have a little entrepreneur inside of us. Wanting to leverage it is what gives 

us an entrepreneurial spirit and an entrepreneurial mind. Actually doing it makes 

one an entrepreneur.” ― K. Abernathy Can You Action Past Your Devil's Advocate  

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/11884069.K_Abernathy_Can_You_Action_Past_Your_Devil_s_Advocate
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